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A PRINCE OF THE APOSTLES

W

hen God intervenes to give
someone a new name, we
can be sure that we are witnessing
something momentous. Abram’s
elevation to Abraham signified
that he was to be the father of a
multitude, someone through whom
all the nations of the earth would be
blessed. Jacob’s new name Israel
meant ‘power with God’.

with the title ‘Our Lady’ and the
saints are venerated in processions
and litanies. The eastern Orthodox
denominations share our belief in
Our Lord’s Real Presence in the
Blessed Sacrament. Their bishops
and priests are ordained in the same
line of Apostolic Succession as
ours, and they administer the same
seven Sacraments.

So when Our Lord tells the
fisherman Simon that he is to be
called ‘Peter’, this must mark a
significant event in the history of
salvation. By divine election Simon
is to be Cephas, the ‘rock’ on which
Our Lord will build His Church. To
Peter will be granted the keys of the
Kingdom of Heaven, with the power
to bind and loose, and the gates of
hell will never prevail against this
Church.

What makes someone a Catholic
is essentially communion, through
Baptism, with the Pope. A practising
Catholic believes that Our Lord
appointed St Peter to be the Prince
of the Apostles, and that St Peter’s
successor is alive and reigning
today in the person of His Holiness
Pope Francis. A practising Catholic
is one who submits himself in
obedience to the authority of the
Pope of the day in those areas and
circumstances which fall under the
Pope’s divinely ordained remit.

People often ask what is the main
difference between Catholics and
other Christians. Is it our devotion
to the Blessed Virgin and to the
saints? Or perhaps it is the Church’s
teaching on Our Lord’s real bodily
presence in the Blessed Sacrament
and Her doctrine on the Sacrifice. of
the Mass?
The most precise answer is
simpler than any of these. The main

difference between Catholics and
other Christians can actually be
summed up in one word, and that
word is a name: ‘Peter’.
What makes a Catholic is
not just his devotion to the
Blessed Virgin and his belief
in Transubstantiation, essential
though these are. There are in fact
plenty of Anglican parishes where
the Blessed Virgin is honoured

The Papacy is the visible guarantee
of unity in our Church and of
the constancy of the Church’s
unchangeable doctrine. If we could
climb into a time machine and return
to the world in ten thousand or a
million years’ time, what should we
find? There is one thing of which we
Catholics can be quite sure: if the
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world is still here, then we shall
find exactly the same Catholic
Church, essentially unchanged—
the same structure of pope,
bishops, priests, and deacons; the
same seven Sacraments; the same
doctrine on Heaven and hell; the
same command to keep the Lord’s
Day holy; the same teaching on
contraception and on the meaning
and nature of marriage.
We know all of this with
certainty because of Our Lord’s
promise that the gates of hell will
never prevail against His Church.
We know it with certainty
because our Faith is built not on
clouds or pious ideas, but on an
indestructible rock. If the Church
had ever managed to get it wrong
on any of these issues then it
would mean that She had been
binding the consciences of the
Faithful to assent to something
false. The gates of hell would have
prevailed. Our Lord’s promise
would be proven to be false, and
one shudders even to make such a
suggestion. He is Truth Itself.
As Catholics in the twenty-first
century we can be grateful that
we have this divinely guaranteed
assistance to steer us through
the minefields of moral dilemma
with which modern life confronts
us. Breakthroughs in science,
medicine and technology are a
testimony to the wonderful gift
of reason with which God has
endowed human nature. But
such advances also mean that
today’s world challenges us with
increasingly complicated choices.
The divine assurance that has
been granted to St Peter and to
his successors means that there is
an unquenchable light to guide us
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through this valley of shadows.
The supernatural prerogative of
infallibility that Our Lord invested
in St Peter and successive bishops
of Rome is really a negative,
preventative,
guarantee.
It
safeguards the Pope from falling
into positive error when he teaches
on faith and morals ex cathedra [i.e.
in his official capacity as Successor
of St Peter]. The Church has never
claimed that popes are necessarily
blessed with any charism of divine
inspiration. They do not need to
be. Everything to be known for
the purpose of salvation is already
contained in the Deposit of Faith
that was sealed with the death of the
last Apostle in around 100 a.d. With
the completion of that Deposit the
role of popes and bishops henceforth
would be to unpack and teach that
unchanging Truth, and to guard it
against any dilution or novelty.
Looking at history, it becomes
clear that some popes have done a
better job at succeeding St Peter than
others. Some have been brilliant
teachers, others not. Some popes
have been capable administrators,
while the pontificates of others have
been characterized by corruption
and neglect. Even those few whose
names are bywords for depravity,
however, have never managed to
teach heresy ex cathedra.
When a pope does a good job of
succeeding St Peter it is only to be
expected that he will attract flak.
The Prince of the Apostles was put
to death for preaching the Gospel,
after all, and a number of his
successors suffered the same fate.
When you hear the names of Linus,
Cletus and Clement in the Canon of
the Mass, remember that these were

popes who mingled their own
blood with the Precious Blood
of Our Lord in martyrdom The
shepherds appointed by Our Lord
to feed His sheep are not here to
appease the mob or to grovel to
the press. They are here to teach
the Faith in season and out, and
when push comes to shove to
give their lives in the service of
the Gospel.
Appearing on the balcony of
St Peter’s after his election, our
new Pope seems immediately to
have won a place in the hearts
of all men of good will, both
inside and outside the Church.
We should give thanks for this
blessing and pray that God will
use Pope Francis’s disarming
frankness and winning modesty
to gather in rich harvests of
conversions and vocations. It
would be painful to see anyone
of such evident goodness and
integrity subjected to abuse from
the rude and scoffing multitude.
But it shouldn’t surprise us if
and when this happens, and it
certainly should not discourage
us. Such a volte face is probably
inevitable once the media wakes
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up to the fact that in addition to
possessing an infectious joie de
vivre and a passionate concern for
the disadvantaged the Pope is also
a Catholic.

Saint Barnabas, apostle & martyr.

Ñ Please continue to offer the prayer
for Les Hunt on Fridays at 7:00 p.m.
each week. The prayer is re-printed
below. And we enjoy his visits to us
We should pray for Pope Francis on days he and Jennifer are able to
every day. May God bless him with make the long trip in from Shirley
a long and successful reign. May the where they have their home.
patronage of Our Lady of Fatima
Eternal Father, Who alone dost
protect His Holiness from all harm.
grant every blessing and grace
And may the intercession of St
in Heaven and on earth, through
Peter always gain for him the zeal
the redemptive mission of Thy
and courage of those popes who,
Divine Son Jesus Christ, and by
in the footsteps of the fisherman, the working of Thy Holy Spirit: if
have given their lives for our holy it be according to Thy will, glorify
Catholic Faith.
Thy servant Archbishop Fulton
The Provost
¶ This article was published in the June
2013 (Vol. 90, No. 1105) issue of THE
ORATORY PARISH MAGAZINE, the
parish paper of the Brompton (London)
Oratory.
The Solemnity of SS Peter and Paul is
Wednesday, June 29th.

SHORT NOTES
Ñ We said goodbye to parishioner
Eva Murphy who is returning to her
family in Florida after many years
in Boston. Eva has always been
generous with time, talent, and
treasure, and we will miss her very
much. Thanks to Judie Bradford,
Peggy Evers, Anne Wentworth
and Steve Cavanaugh for hosting
a luncheon in honor of Eva after
Mass on May 22nd. Eva goes to
Florida with the blessings and love
of us all.
Ñ Anglican Use Mass on Saturdays
is at 8:00 a.m. and is celebrated at the
Marian altar in St Theresa of Avila
Church. You may enter the main
church via the pavilion doors or the
St Theresa Avenue side entrance.
The June 11th Mass commemorates
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Sheen by granting the favor I (we)
now request through his prayerful
intercession, to restore our friend
Leslie Hunt to full health, that
he might walk freely with us and
join with us again in joyful praise
and thanksgiving in Thy Church. I
(We) make this prayer confidently
through Jesus Christ our Lord.
Amen.

Saint Theresa parishioner Kevin
Joyce was ordained to the
Sacred Priesthood on Saturday,
May 21st by Cardinal O’Malley
in Holy Cross Cathedral. Father
Joyce offered his first Mass at
Noon on Trinity Sunday, May
22nd in St Theresa’s. At the
ordination, Congratulations to
Fr. Joyce and his family.

we are doing, not knowing either
what we give up, nor again what
we shall gain; uncertain about our
Ñ We will begin using the Fifth reward, uncertain about our extent
Communion Service composed by of sacrifice, in all respects leaning,
Leo Sowerby at Mass beginning waiting upon him, trusting in him to
June 19th. The setting is found in fulfill his promise, trusting in him to
The Hymnal 1940 at 747–749. With enable us to fulfill our own vows,
it we use the Old Scottish Chant and so in all respects proceeding
without carefulness or anxiety about
Gloria (739).
the future.
Ñ Fathers’ Day is Sunday, June
19th.
Now I dare say that what I
have said as yet seems plain and
unexceptional to most of those who
hear me; yet surely, when I proceed
LOOKING FOR
to draw the practical inference
EXCUSES
which immediately follows, there
ur duty lies in risking are those who in their secret hearts,
upon Christ’s word what we if not in open avowal, will draw
have, for what we have not; and back. Men allow us ministers of
doing so in a noble, generous way, Christ to proceed in our preaching,
not indeed rashly or lightly, still while we confine ourselves to
without knowing accurately what general truths, until they see that

O
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they themselves are implicated in
them, and have to act upon them;
and then they suddenly come to a
stand; they collect themselves and
draw back, and say, “They do not
see this—or do not admit that”—
and though they are quite unable to
say why that should not follow from
what they already allow, which we
show must follow, still they persist
in saying that they do not see that
it does follow; and they look about
for excuses; and they say we carry
things too far, and that we are
extravagant, and that we ought to
limit and modify what we say, that
we do not take into account times,
and seasons, and the like. This is
what they pretend; and well has it
been said, “where there is a will
there is a way”; for there is no truth,
however overpoweringly clear, but
men may escape from it by shutting
their eyes; there is no duty, however
urgent, but they may find ten
thousand good reasons against it,
in their own case. And they are sure
to say we carry things too far, when
we carry them home to themselves.
This sad infirmity of men, called
Christians, is exemplified in the
subject immediately before us. Who
does not at once admit that faith
consists in venturing on Christ’s
word without seeing? Yet in spite
of this, may it not be seriously
questioned, whether men in general,
even those of the better sort, venture
anything upon his truth at all?
Blessed John Henry Newman
¶ Cardinal Newman (1801–1890) was
the most illustrious of English converts
to Catholicism. His Parochial and Plain
Sermons (1834–43) comes from his
Anglican period.
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SAINT THOMAS MORE

et me begIn with thanks
to the Thomas More Society
and Dr. Byers for the invitation
to speak to you this evening.
Parish priests do not often get a
chance to talk about St Thomas
More. I think I have written about
him once in my parish paper
years ago, but do not necessarily
preach about him at Mass when
his commemoration lands on the
sanctoral calendar. That is pretty
thin soup and this evening I get to
make amends.
St. Thomas prayed for my
conversion to Catholicism. I
affirm that conviction every time
in the Creed I recite my belief in
the Communion of Saints. Your
society has St Thomas for its patron
and namesake. And of course he
was a martyr for the faith and I’ll
talk about that. But Thomas More
was also an important leader
in the Renaissance humanism
of the 16th century. This new
method of learning influences
the way you and I learn things
today (and probably take for
granted): dialectical reasoning,
careful analysis, and probing the
boundaries of what we know by
way of inferences and hypotheses.
To appreciate Thomas More in
this regard we must also consider
his great and wonderful circle
of friends: John Fisher , John
Co1et, Thomas Linacre, William
Grocyn and William Lilye, to
name a few. These men and
their accomplishments may be
unfamiliar, but among them was
the much better known Desiderius
Erasmus. Many of these men
were Catholic priests (More was

not), and scholars of great learning.
They were proponents of reform
in the Church but uniformly had a
profound respect for tradition, piety,
and grace. Remember that tradition
comes from the Latin traditor, and
out of this we get the word “traitor”.
A traitor hands over information.
When we keep the tradition of the
Church we hand over what we
have ourselves received, as St Paul
tells us. Because the 16th century
humanists were sure of where they
had come from and where they
were going, who they were and
Whose they were, these men were
not afraid to raise the questions that
set the agenda for the Protestant
reformation and the Catholic
response.
A major consideration of Thomas
More lies in his persona. In fact
everything about St Thomas
may be laid at the feet of his
wonderful personality: intellectual
sophistication and simple moral
honesty, brilliance, and affableness,
loyalty to his king, and great
affection for his wife, children, and
friends. St Thomas was a lawyer
(we won’t hold that against him!) a
wit, and a great amateur of the arts.
He once spoke about “recreating his
tired spirits on the viol.” Erasmus
came to visit, and on a second visit
wrote the Moriae Encomium, (In
Praise of Folly) dedicated to his
friend and host. St Thomas was an
intimate friend of the painter Hans
Holbein, who came to England,
and visiting More at his home in
Chelsea, remained for three years.
(Holbein probably met King Henry
VIII at this time.) Hans Holbein
painted portraits of St Thomas and
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his family. In New York City when
you are lucky enough to visit the
Frick Collection, one of the things
you see are Holbein’ s portraits of
Thomas More and his protestant
antagonist Thomas Cromwell. They
stare at each other from opposite
sides of a fireplace. You decide
where the artist’s sympathy lies. For
me there is no contest: More’s kindly
face and voluptuous robes with
their rich folds are in contrast with
Cromwell’s cold-fish countenance,
beady eyes, and sober clothing!

Supreme Head of the Church of
England.” He therefore resigned
the chancellorship in 1532, and
being a man of great integrity and
loyalty, strictly abstained from
public activities. But King Henry
resented More’s absence, and when
Sir Thomas refused to attend the
coronation of Anne Boleyn he
became a marked man.

By April 1534, Sir Thomas More,
along with Bishop John Fisher,
were incarcerated in the Tower of
London, where they perished the
Henry VIII became king in 1509 next year.
and early on recognized, along Here is a perfect segue to my own
with everyone else, the worth and story. In 1992 or 1993 I was still
integrity of Thomas More. The king Anglican, and with others trying
began promoting More to a whole to do “damage control” to keep the
series of public offices, at the end of Anglican Communion on track for
which was Lord Chancellor in 1529. reunion with the Catholic Church.
The king often visited More’s home One year in London I met with
in Chelsea, informally and often the Anglican Bishop of London,
without warning, and would stay Dr. David Hope, at his residence
for supper. Thomas More’s elder in Barton Street in the shadow
daughter was Margaret, and she was of Westminster Abbey. The first
married to a lawyer named William person I met in the bishop’s office
Roper. It is Roper who remembers was his young secretary, Carola
a visit when the king after dinner Hickling, who informed me she
walked in the garden holding his was giving a dinner that evening in
arm around More’s neck and in her Kensington flat in my honor, so
great conversation. When his son some of the Brits could hear from the
in law congratulated Sir Thomas Yank! After a lovely dinner and great
on his friendship with the king, the conversation, Carola announced the
future saint said prophetically, “If dishes could wait and how would I
my head would win him a castle in like to see the Changing of the Guard
France it should not fail to go.”
at the Tower of London at 11 p.m.?
One of King Henry’s consultations
had to do with the supposed
invalidity of his marriage to
Catherine of Aragon. Sir Thomas
made it clear he did not share the
king’s opinion. And the king’s
marital plans began to hang over
the friendship. Sir Thomas also
could not condone the king’s plan
to name himself “Protector and
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The Tower is closed to the public
and no one ever sees the ceremony
at that hour. How could we get in?
It seems Carola Hickling’s father
had been the Superintendent of the
Tower for many years, and Carola
had grown up living in the very
nice apartment provided inside
the walls. She had fun as a young
woman when young men wanted

to call and she gave as her address,
“The Tower.” Carola Hickling had
access to the Tower at any hour. So
we went, and this young woman,
a real London alley-cat, took us
through winding back streets hardly
wider that her tiny car. We saw the
ceremony by moonlight, all spit
and polish, with shouted commands
and the stomping of boots. And we
were not very far from the place
John Fisher and Thomas More were
executed. Their deaths were a very
great shock to many in Europe.
They were beatified in 1886 and
canonized in 1935.
My own story is that I was an
Episcopal priest for 25 years, after
which I was received into full
communion and confirmed (actually
on today’s date 1997 although we
observe it in the Congregation on
St Michael’s Day, tomorrow) and
ordained deacon and priest in May
1998. I have been parochial vicar
in St Theresa of Avila Parish, West
Roxbury since that time, and also
Chaplain of The Congregation
of Saint Athanasius, which is a
parish of the Pastoral Provision of
Pope John Paul II for the Anglican
Usage of the Roman Rite. We call it
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Anglican Use for short. It provides
generous portions of the Anglican
Book of Common Prayer for use
in the Mass. The intention is to
help the transition of non-Catholic
Christians who desire to come into
the full communion of the Catholic
Church. The Congregation has
always been very small. (I had
people who chose to convert when
I did with my family.) But it has
an impressive track record both
of conversions, and of influencing
people beyond our local region, to
enter the Catholic Church. And we
have had two successive archbishops
tell us not to worry about the small
numbers. So every week I go from
working in a large active parish
where I have been welcomed and
appreciated for all these years, to
a very small one which is made
up of converts, cradle Catholics
who appreciate the Anglican Use
liturgy, and people sitting on the
fence or preparing to enter into full
communion. They would tell you
they love the cadence and stately
pace of the liturgy, the music, and
the preaching. It is a lot like Mass
in the extraordinary form but in
Elizabethan English!
In the transition period we were
being prayed for in the communion
of saints in the church triumphant,
expectant, and militant. That number
includes Cardinal John Fisher and
Sir Thomas More and all of the
English martyrs. It also includes the
monks at St. Benedict Abbey in Still
River who then after our reception
threw a big welcoming dinner in our
honor. I also discovered after the fact
that the Benedictine Sisters at Saint
Scholastica Abbey in Petersham
had also been supporting us in daily
prayer. And there were two older
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women in Galesburg, Illinois who
made a needlepoint banner of our
patron saint, Athanasius, and sent it
to Boston in time for my first Mass.
I have never met those ladies, and
never been to Galesburg, Illinois,
but Christians, you see, are people
who have friends they have never
met.
I think I’ll stop there, and say the
privilege of serving the Lord Jesus
as a priest is an honor for which I
give thanks every day of my life.
Father Bradford
¶ This address was given to the Thomas
More Society in Boston College on
September 28, 2015. The optional
memorial of SS John Fisher and Thomas
More is Wednesday, June 22nd.

DIVINE
HAPPENINGS

T

he
Church
observes
the birth of John as a
hallowed event. We have no such
commemoration for any other
fathers; but it is significant that we
celebrate the birthdays of John and
of Jesus. This day cannot be passed
by. And even if my explanation
does not match the dignity of the
feast, you may still meditate on it
with great depth and profit.
John was born of a woman too old
for childbirth; Christ was born of a
youthful virgin. The news of John’s
birth was met with incredulity,
and his father was struck dumb.
Christ’s birth was believed, and he
was conceived through faith.
Such is the topic, as I have
presented it, for our inquiry and
discussion. But as I said before, if
I lack either the time or the ability

to study the implications of so
profound a mystery, he who speaks
within you even When I am not here
will teach you better; it is he whom
you contemplate with devotion,
whom you have welcomed into
your hearts, whose temples you
have become.
John, then, appears as the boundary
between the two testaments, the
old and the new. That he is a sort
of boundary the Lord himself bears
witness, when he speaks of the law
and the prophets up until John the
Baptist. Thus he represents times
past and is the herald of the new
era to come. As a representative of
the past, he is born of aged parents;
as a herald of the new era, he is
declared to be a prophet while still
in his mother’s womb. For when
yet unborn, he leapt in his mother’s
womb at the arrival of blessed
Mary. In that womb he had already
been designated a prophet, even
before he was born; it was revealed
that he was to be Christ’s precursor,
before they ever saw one another.
These are divine happenings, going
beyond the limits of our human
frailty. Eventually he is born, he
receives his name, his father’s
tongue is loosened. See how these
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events reflect reality.
Zechariah is silent and loses his
voice until John, the precursor of
the Lord, is born and restores his
voice. The silence of Zechariah is
nothing but the age of prophecy
lying hidden, obscured, as it were,
and concealed before the preaching
of Christ. At John’s arrival
Zechariah’s voice is released, and it
becomes clear at the coming of the
one who was foretold. The release
of Zechariah’s voice at the birth
of John is a parallel to the rending
of the veil at Christ’s crucifixion.
If John were announcing his own
coming, Zechariah’s lips would not
have been opened. The tongue is
loosened because a voice is born.
For when John was preaching
the Lord’s coming he was asked:
Who are you? And he replied: I
am the voice of one crying in the
wilderness. The voice is John, but
the Lord in the beginning was the
Word. John was a voice that lasted
only for a time; Christ, the Word in
the beginning, is eternal.
Saint Augustine
¶ An extract of a sermon by Saint Augustine.
The Solemnity of the Nativity of Saint John
the Baptist is Friday, June 24th.

THE LOVE AND
CHARITY OF
MARY’S HEART

W

e ought not only honor
the most holy Virgin Mary in
some of her mysteries or qualities,
or in certain of her actions, nor even
in her exalted person alone, but we
ought first, and chiefly to honor in her
the source and origin of the dignity
and sanctity of all these mysteries,
qualities, and actions, and even of

her person; that is to say, her love
and charity, for love and charity
are the measure of merit and the
principle of all sanctity.
It was the love and charity of her
heart, so full of both that sanctified
all thoughts, words, actions, and
sufferings of our Savior’s most
holy Mother; sanctified also her
memory, understanding, will,
and all the faculties of both the
superior and inferior parts of her
soul. This love adorned her whole
interior and exterior life with such
marvelous holiness; containing in
itself, to a sovereign degree, all
the virtues, gifts, and fruits of the
Holy Spirit, which rendered her
worthy to bear and nourish him
who supports the whole world,
and who is the life of all living
things. It was the love and charity
of Mary’s heart that exalted her
to a place in heaven above all the
Seraphim and established her on
a throne of incomparable glory,
grandeur, happiness, and power
in proportion to her unsurpassable
dignity as Mother of God.
Add to this that Our Lady’s most
gracious heart is an inexhaustible
source of gifts, graces, favors,
and blessings for all who love
this Mother of Beautiful Love,
and devoutly honor her most
lovable heart. In short, we have
unspeakable obligations, both in
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number and quality, to the royal and
maternal heart of our great Queen
and dearest Mother, on which
account we can never sufficiently
honor, praise, and glorify her.
Saint John Eudes
¶ Saint John Eudes (1601–1680) was the
most prominent preacher in France during
his lifetime. He was responsible for the
spread of devotion to the Sacred Heart of
Jesus and the Immaculate Heart of Mary.
The Solemnity of the Sacred Heart is
Friday, June 3rd and the Memorial of the
Immaculate Heart of Mary is June 4th.
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St. Lawrence Church, 774 Boylston Street
(Route 9).
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Park in the church parking lot behind the Church,
off of Reservoir Rd.
Directions by Car: From the North or South:
Route 128 to Route 9. At signal for Reservoir
Road, take right; Church parking lot is a short
distance on left.
From Boston: From Stuart/Kneeland St., turn left
onto Park Plaza. Drive for 0.2 miles. Park Plaza
becomes St James Avenue. Drive for 0.3 miles.
Turn slight left onto ramp. Drive for 0.1 miles. Go
straight on Route-9. Drive for 3.5 miles. Turn left
onto Heath Street. Drive for 0.1 miles. Go straight
on Reservoir Road. Drive for 0.1 miles. Parking
lot is on your right.
Directions by Public Transportation: From Kenmore Square station board Bus #60, which stops in
front of the Church. Alternatively, the Church is a
15-minute walk from the Cleveland Circle station
on the Green Line C-branch.
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